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Gauss’ Law for Magnetic Fields

Gauss’ law for magnetic field:

Note:

Earth is a huge magnet

ΦB =

∮
!B · d !A = 0 (for a closed Gaussian surface)

ΦE =

∮
!E · d !A =

qenc

ε0

The magnetism of Earth

!µ = 8.0 x 10 22 J/T
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Magnetism and Electrons

An electron has an intrinsic angular momentum (spin angular momentum) 
; associated with this spin, is an intrinsic spin magnetic dipole moment

spin magnetic dipole moment

1.       cannot be measured but its component can be measured
2.  A measured component of spin       is quantized 

!µs = −

e

m
!S

e

m

!µs

!S spin angular momentum

electric charge of an electron

mass of an electron

!S
!S

Sz = ms

h

2π
, ms = ±

1

2
h:   Planck constant (6.63 x 10-34 J s)
ms: spin magnetic quantum number

µs, z = −
e

m
Sz = ±

eh

4πm
(Bohr magneton)µB =

eh

4πm
= 9.27 × 10−24 J/T

Spin Magnetic Dipole Moment

When an electron is placed in an external magnetic field, a 
potential energy U can be associated with the orientation of the 
spin magnetic dipole moment of the electron 

U = −!µs ·
!Bext
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Magnetism and Electrons

When it is in an atom, an electron has an additional angular 
momentum called its orbital angular momentum. Associated with it 
is an orbital magnetic dipole moment 

1.         cannot be measured but its component can be measured
2.  A measured component of spin         is quantized 

ml: orbital magnetic quantum number

Orbital Magnetic Dipole Moment

!µorb = −

e

2m
!Lorb

!Lorb
!Lorb

Lorb,z = ml
h

2m
for ml = 0,±1,±2, ...,±(limit)

µorb,z = −ml
eh

4πm
= −mlµB

When an atom is placed in an external magnetic field, a 
potential energy U can be associated with the orientation of the 
orbital magnetic dipole moment of each electron in the atom

U = −!µorb ·
!Bext

Precisely speaking, we ned quantum mechanics to explain all this
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Magnetism and Electrons
Loop Model for Electron Orbits

an electron moves along a circular path:

Net force upward in the left figure

µorb = iA (N=1 with the current loop) µ = NiA(                      )

i =
charge

time
=

e

2πr/v
µorb =

ev

2πr
πr

2
=

evr

2

Lorb = mrv sin 90
0

= mrv !L = m!r × !v(                            )

µorb =
e

2

Lorb

m
=

e

2m
Lorbso or !µorb =

e

2m
!Lorb

Loop Model in a Nonuniform Field

Net force downward in the left figure

d!F = i d!L × !Bext
note:

(We shall use two results shortly...)
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Magnetic Materials
Diamagnetism (반자성):

When the material is placed in an external magnetic field; the combination of all those induced 
dipole moments gives the material as a whole only a feeble net magnetic field. It goes away when 
the external field goes away

Paramagnetism (상자성): 

Has permanent resultant magnetic dipole but randomly oriented so no net magnetic field exists. 
An external magnetic field can align dipoles to give the material a net magnetic field. Alignment 
disappears when the external field is removed

Ferromagnetism (강자성):
Some of the electrons have their resultant magnetic dipole moment aligned, which produces 
regions with strong magnetic moment. The external field aligns them and the field partially 
persists when the external field is removed

(Iron, nickel...)

(Aluminum...)

(Graphite, water...)

Diamagnetism:    some, such as graphite and water, are slightly repelled by a magnet
Paramagnetism:   some materials, such as aluminum, ar slightly attracted by a magnet
Ferromagnetism: some materials, such as iron, are strongly attracted by a magnet
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Magnetic Materials
Diamagnetism:

Assume that in a diamagnetic material each electron can orbit 
only clockwise or counterclockwise (see two figures below)

Let’s turn on the nonuniform field from the below, directing upward

There is clockwise E field 
(Lentz and Faraday’s law)
electron is accelerated, so i is increased

!µ is also increased

 i is increased so dF is also increased

electron is decelerated, so i is decreased

!µ is also decreased

 i is decreased so dF is also decreased

There is clockwise E field 

Net force directing away 
from the region of 
greater magnetic field
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Magnetic Materials
Paramagnetism:

A paramagnetic material placed in an external magnetic field develops a magnetic dipole 
moment in the direction of the field. If the field is nonuniform, the paramagnetic material is 
attracted toward a region of greater magnetic field from a region of lesser field

Magnetization of the sample: M =
measured magnetic moment

V

Complete alignment of the 
atomic dipole moment Mmax =

Nµ

V

Pierre Curie experimentally saw 
(Curie’s law)

M = C
Bext

T

C: Curie constant
T: temperature in Kelvins
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Magnetic Materials
Ferromagnetism:

: permanent magnetism (Iron, cobalt, nickel, gadolinium...)

Put a ferromagnetic material inside the toroid

With the current ip to the toroid, 

B0 = µ0ipn

Because of the presence of the ferromagnetic material, 
the total magnetic field is much larger than B0

B = B0 + BM

 BM : the magnitude of the magnetic field contributed by the iron core

(Secondary coil S is for measuring the total magnetic field)

A magnetization curve for a ferromagnetic core material
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Induced Magnetic Field
Faraday’s law of induction was:

(Changing the magnetic flux induces the electric field along the loop)

∮
!E · d!S = −

dΦB

dt

Can a changing electric flux induce a magnetic field?

: Yes (James Clerk Maxwell)  Maxwell’s law of induction∮
!B · d!S = µ0ε0

dΦE

dt
Let’s consider charging a capacitor as an example

circular plate: electric field is into the page
changing electric flux induce the magnetic field (Maxwell’s law of 
induction)

Experiment proves the the magnetic field there with clockwise 
direction

Ampere-Maxwell law : 
Ampere’s law was

∮
!B · d!S = µ0ienc

We can combine 
two laws as:

∮
!B · d!S = µ0ε0

dΦE

dt
+ µ0ienc (Ampere-Maxwell law)
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Displacement Current
From Ampere-Maxwell law

∮
!B · d!S = µ0ε0

dΦE

dt
+ µ0ienc

ε0
dΦE

dt

must have a dimension of a current and this is treated a fictitious current 
displacement current

id = ε0
dΦE

dt

Then Ampere-Maxwell law becomes∮
!B · d!S = µ0id,enc + µ0ienc

Let’s focus on a charging capacitor:

the real current i is charging the plate

the fictitious displacement current id is associated with that 
changing field E

the charge q on the plates q = ε0AE

i =

dq

dt
= ε0A

dE

dt
the real current becomes

id = ε0
dΦE

dt
= ε0

d(EA)

dt
= ε0A

dE

dt

from the definition of the 
displacement current

so, i = id

Induced Magnetic Field: (r<R)
(R: radius of a circular capacitor)

B =

(
µ0id

2πR2

)
r for r>R: B =

µ0id

2πr(same as B in a straight wire)
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Maxwell’s Equations
Four fundamental equations of electromagnetism : Maxwell’s equations

Gauss’ law for electricity

Gauss’ law for magnetism

Faraday’s law

Ampere-Maxwell law

∮
!E · d !A = qenc/ε0

∮
!B · d !A = 0

∮
!E · d!s = −

dΦB

dt

∮
!B · d!s = µ0ε0

dΦE

dt
+ µ0ienc
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Summary

Gauss’ law for electricity

Gauss’ law for magnetism

Faraday’s law

Ampere-Maxwell law

∮
!E · d !A = qenc/ε0∮
!B · d !A = 0

∮
!E · d!s = −

dΦB

dt∮
!B · d!s = µ0ε0

dΦE

dt
+ µ0ienc

Spin Magnetic Dipole Moment !µs = −

e

m
!S

Orbital Magnetic Dipole Moment !µorb = −

e

2m
!Lorb


